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1. Introduction
Fifteen years ago, in 2002, the Greek state, after its joining the eurozone in 2001,
finally adopted the Euro, in the place of Drachma, as the new official and palpa-
ble currency in Greece. Hailing the event as the dawn of a new epoch for his coun-
try's prosperity and strength, the then prime minister, Costas Simitis, said, among
others:

“The Euro is the steadfast starting point to consolidate the powerful and the proud Gre-
ece; a Greece which is not melancholic, which does not renounce, does not complain, but,
insists, tries, succeeds and in which, from now on, the image of the poor relative gives its
place to the image of a country that believes in itself.1”

Greece of today (2017), though, is resembling a country devastated by the
effects Troika's relentless therapeutical methods proved impotent- due to the en-
during economic asphyxiation and social distress- to heal. In the second mental
health conference (Athens, November, 2016) this ugly situation is clearly depic-
ted in figures. According to the correspondant of the prominent Greek newspaper
Kathimerini2:

“In 2015, people with depression are estimated to have surpassed 500,000,” the asso-
ciate professor of psychiatry at the University of Ioannina, Petros Skapinakis, said, adding
that matters could get worse if people don’t seek treatment… Several experts have insis-
ted that the rise in cases of depression is directly linked to the financial crisis and the pro-
blems it has created for thousands of households around the country. According to data
of the country’s statistics agency, ELSTAT, approximately 36 percent of the population is
on the verge of social exclusion and lives near the poverty line, while many experts believe
the introduction of austerity measures has led to a dramatic 35 percent rise in suicide
rates.”
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Except for this already alarming- the least to say- situation, unemployment
in Greece, on the basis of EUROSTAT's data, attained its highest point in Novem-
ber 2016. More specifically the unemployment rates reached the 23%, while the
youth unemployment rates 45,7%, highighting, thus, accurately the increasingly
harsh conditions the Greek society has been living under the last 7-8 years. Cos-
tas Simitis' vision of a non-melancholic Greece- which, apparently, lies much furt-
her away than he, or we, could ever imagine- is simply contradicted by the reality
itself. The challenges people in Greece are facing in their everyday life seem to be
almost insuperable whereas the ongoing conversation about the crisis and its con-
sequences has become the only item in the agenda of the Greek citizens. The cri-
sis has also taken a heavy toll on the trust shown to the institutions of the Greek
state given their insufficiency to succesfully plan and operate the anti-crisis cam-
paign. In a public opinion poll realized by Kapa Research for the think tank PEYMA
(2-3 of March 2017)3 aiming at comparing the trust shown to the institutions today
(2017) and in 2003, we can clearly see that the political scene in Greece is radi-
cally changing with no safe prediction about what is to follow. Namely, while in
2003 the Greek citizens were holding in high esteem institutions such as the par-
liament (45%), the political parties (48,5%) and the public administration (65,5%),
today, according to the same poll, the confidence to the above mentioned insti-
tutions has fallen down to 9,5% for the parliament, 5,5% for the political parties
and 19% for the public administration. The crisis has, thus, become the battering
ram bringing down the trust to three fundamental institutions/pillars of the Greek
modern state, and paving the way for the emergence of a much darker vision that
Costas Simitis could have never foreseen when putting out the flags over Greece's
adherence to the club of the countries using the euro currency.

Of course, Euro alone- against some populist voices rising stronger and
stronger ourdays in Greece- could not be efficacious in engendering such a ca-
tastrophe; neither should Greece along with the other countries of the "Southern
Europe", be found guilty for spending their money on "women and drinks", as the
current head of the Eurogroup, Jeroen Dijseelbloem, commented in an interview
hosted by the German newspaper Frankfurther Allgemeine Zeitung on 20 March
20174. Any attempt either to blame the new currency or to resort to senseless
stereotypes in a vain effort to explain every bad happening in Greece would be as
if reacting like an austrich in the face of problems that, for almost 40 years, after
the fall of the military regime, have been tormenting the Greek economy and the
whole spectrum of political life in Greece. In this article, though, we will try to focus
on a more general issue which is the relation between Greece and the European
Community (ies) since 1974. We will not enter into an analysis of whether the ac-
cession to the European Community and, later, to the Eurozone, was beneficial or
not to both the Greek economy and the Greek society. This is quite a complex ma-
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tter since numerous and/or differing voices/opinions would merit to be heard each
one approaching the subject from a different angle. There exists, already, a great
variety of rich material providing a multitude of diverse points of view and convic-
tions, wherein the interested reader may search for identifying supplementary ele-
ments helpful to his own historical analysis of the downfall of the Greek economy.
Neverteless, given the progressively deteriorating everyday lives of the citizens and
the critical socio-economic impass which Greece as a state and people as a so-
ciety are trapped into, it becomes imperative for us to seek out convincing answers,
possibilities to react and relevant remedies, if we really intent to overcome this
endless maze crisis. Since, however, the solution for coming out of the crisis does
not depend on the Greek governments' single efforts but mainly, on the European
institutions’ and the other partners' involvement, as well, it is necessary to have,
ab initio, a very clear idea of what really Europe is today; in other words, which are
the principles, ideals, guidelines, interests and experiences dictating the decision
making process and orienting its policies. Finally, it is to be verified if the criteria
used by those invested with the responsibility of carrying out the task of such an
importance, are adequately implemented.

Concluding, without putting into doubt the importance of tracing back to the
past causes of the contemporary results, we believe that, now, more than ever, we
have to focus on the future and on finding more efficient ways in order to unders-
tand and overcome the grave obstacles that are currently making of the "ordinary
life" a concept deprived of its substance and real essence for the vast majority of
the Greek citizens. 

2. 1974-2009: The one way road towards Europe
Starting our brief analysis, we will center on identifying some of the main proces-
ses and facts that have occurred, after the fall of the military regime in 1974 till
now. A brief review of the economy in Greece for the period the conservative party
of New Democracy was in power (1974-1981), until the socialist party PASOK
(Panhellenic Socialist Movement) won the elections is given by the ex-minister of
economy George Alogoskoufis (2012) in the following abstract

“[...] unemployment was maintained at low levels, inflation decelerated and the current
account was in surplus. Until 1981, the fiscal deficit was contained below 3% of GDP and
public debt was only around 25% of GDP. The last part of this period was characterized by
stagflation, caused by the second oil shock of 1979. Growth fell sharply from 7,2% in
1978 to only 0,7% in 1980. Inflation almost doubled to 22,5% in 1980, from 13,2% in
1978. Unemployment doubled from 1,9% of the labor force in 1978 to 4% in 1981” (pp.
16)

Even though the economic issues are always important, the process of ma-
king Greece's return to the club of European parliamentary democracies effective,
was, at that time, really at stake along with the political-social stability and the re-
covery of the social peace, after the collapse of the military regime (summer
1974). We should further underline that during the years of New Democracy's sub-
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sequent governance (1974-1980), under its charismatic leader Konstantinos Ka-
ramanlis, the political orientations and the frame of the policy to be followed by
Greece were defined by two sayings of Konstantinos Karamanlis that have become
proverbial. The first one is a statement made before the parliament of Greece, on
the 12th of June 1976: "Greece belongs to the West".This statement came one
year after Greece had officially applied to join the European Economic Community
(ECC), on the 12th of June 1975, starting a process finalized when Greece became
full member of the European Communities on the 1st of January 1981. This
groundbreaking political and cultural, as well, decision set Greece into the rails of
the European train with all the political/economic/cultural benefits and conse-
quences this decision entailed.

The second one, reflecting the prevailing preoccupation of K. Karamanlis’
leadership in that period, was uttered by the latter on the 14th of August 1974,
just at the time, the second phase of the Turkish military invasion "Attilas II" was
in execution in Cyprus. When informed about the situation and having been aware
that the British military forces on the Island would not intervene so as to stop the
Turkish invasion he said: “Cyprus lies away". Thus, a concrete was conveyed: there
would be no military support of Greece to stop the Turkish military operation on the
Island. This message, of course, except for the people in Greece, was also re-
ceived by the international organizations and all the parts involved; amongst them,
undisputably, Turkey which interpreting it as an indicative gesture of Greece's ret-
icence to militarily confront the Turkish attack on the Island, which –finally, unim-
peded– completed the violent occupation of the 37% of Cyprus' territory. Thus,
Turkey was allowed: to fully control the northern part of Cyprus, to refuse to com-
ply to the resolutions of the United Nations asking for the withdrawal of foreign
troops from the Island and to profit from the stagnation of the situation in the oc-
cupied parts for its future revendication.

In 1981, though, PASOK under its leader Andreas Papandreou won the elec-
tions and opened a new chapter in the political history of modern Greece- a chap-
ter whose evaluation has yet to be better perceived and evaluated. Andreas
Papandreou, son of Georgios Papandreou- one of the most important political fi-
gures in Greece during the first half of the 20th century- was a charismatic leader,
an ardent rhetor who dominated the Greek political scene till his death in 1996.
We would not exaggerate saying that PASOK till his death was a leader-centered
party; Andreas Papandreou's decisions formed the whole schema of political gui-
delines followed by the socialist party. Quoting Michalis Spourdalakis (1986):

“Controlling intra-party opposition by administrative means, Papandreou established a
centralised organisation in which everything revolved around the omnipotent leader and his
inner circle. Taking advantage of the popular appeal of his carisma and the lack of a de-
mocratic party structure, 'Andreas', as the people of Greece prefer to call him, has become
the alpha and the omega of PASOK's political existence.” (pp. 251)

His influence and his almost anti- Western rhetoric have undoubtedly left
their mark on the Greek society, a mark that, especially our days, is taking the
form of a harsh criticism against the European Union and the market oriented do-
minance of the Western world. Thus, while, on the one hand, Konstantinos Kara-
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manlis had laid the bases for the reshaping of the Greek society’s relation with
the European Community and the Western world, Papandreou, on the other hand,
managed to capitalize the disillusionment felt by many Greeks vis à vis what the
European Community's attitude with regard to the their expectations. Quoting Ri-
chard Glogg (1993):

“The West's inertia in the face of the first military dictatorship (1967-74) to be establis-
hed in non-communist Europe during the postwar period; its failure to respond adequa-
tely to the crisis occasioned by the Turkish invasion of Cyprus in 1974, which had
precipitated the downfall of the military regime in Athens but had nonetheless left appro-
aching 40 per cent of the land-area of Cyprus under Turkish occupation; and its failure to
support Greece over the whole range of bilateral disputes with its eastern neighbour which
collectively constituted the 'Aegean dispute..... It was precisely this sense of betrayal and
disillusionment that Papandreou was able to harness with his call for a 'nationally proud',
nonsubservient foreign policy.” (pp. ix)

Though economy has always played a very substantial role for the unders-
tanding of the relation between Greece and the European Community, what really
mattered, and, finally, managed to become the crucial factor in this relation was
the non acting of the European Community in face of what Greeks would call "na-
tional sensitivity's issues"- most importantly the very problematic relations that Gre-
ece has always had with Turkey. This disillusionment became the fuel for the
political engine of Andreas Panadreou, fuel, which along with other important fac-
tors, of course, helped him remain (except for a period of three years) as Prime Mi-
nister almost till the very end of his life. These different and highly opposed points
of view concerning Europe's vision- views which have been endorsed by the vast
majority of the Greek people, voting at that time but still persisting, as clearly
shown in the recent referendum in 2015- are enlightengly depicted during a poli-
tical confrontation between the two leaders before the Greek parliament in 1977.
The discussion/confrontation5 went as follows:

“Papandreou: We do agree with the government only on one point; that the decision, the
choice, of Greece's joining the common market is the most critical decision ever made for
the nation. A decision, though, taken (as an act of sacrifice) on the altar of "we belong to
the West"

K. Karamalis interrupting: 

“I'm sorry I don't understand, you have to explain this. Greece belongs to the western world;
either because of our tradition, or as a consequence of interests, (Greece) belongs to the
Western world. Thus, when you repeat that we belong to the West, of course we belong to
the West, like other people belong to the non - aligned, others to the Eastern people and
others to the African ones; seeing things in this perspective, we belong to the West.
Papandreou: We do prefer to belong to the Greeks.”

The above cited confrontation is critical not only for our better comprehen-
ding the political context which it took place in, but as an indispensable compass
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to look into the current Greek politics as well. This opposition/dilemma about the
kind of relationship we should maintain with the Western world is of capital signi-
ficance for those wishing to lucidly approach the way people in the greek society
politically think and react. Thus, Andreas Papandreou, while being in the opposi-
tion had promised that a referendum would take place for whether Greece should
join the EEC or not. PASOK of that time, quoting Spourdalakis (1986), "saw the
USA, NATO and the 'West' as the causes of the 'Greek tragedy', and put the strug-
gle against these forces at the top of its political priorities (pp. 257)". But in a sce-
nery that strikes quite familiar to us, PASOK, getting progressively aware of the
fact that the frame of international relations' commitments was not that easy to
overcome or rewrite, made a turn of 180o and mostly accepted the Status Quo
he was opposing. Quoting Spourdalakis 

“In addition to defence policy, it did not take PASOK long to realise the oversimplifications
contained in its previous analysis of the EEC. Thus, not only has the country's loyal mem-
bership in the Commission continued, but it has also taken full advantage of its grants, par-
ticularly those givento the primary sector.” (Ibid. 258)

Given the fact that Papandreou little could he do so as to significantly
change the commitments of the Greek state to the West was smart enough to
elaborate a quite violent political vocabulary which gave him the possibility to po-
larize the Greek political matrix, providing PASOK, thus, with “enemies”- true or not-
who could be used as scapegoat for every promised change that could not take
place. This polarization, quite tense in current Greek polítics as well, was the per-
fect ground on which PASOK could remain politically alive, no matter inconsistent
it sometimes proved to be in its actions and speech. The enemy, thus, could be
interior, in the country, exterior or sometimes both of them, depending on the ne-
cessities of each occasion. Quoting Pesmazoglou (1993):

“In fact, the Leader's pet theory, whenever he found himself in serious trouble, was that
this could not but be the result of an 'international plot' undertaken by 'foreigners' in co-
llaboration with their domestic 'servants' or 'apostates'. Additional striking elements are
the timing and recurrence of appeals to the nation during hard times for the economy, bud-
getary debate, social strife, but never in the summer or other dormant periods.”(pp. 109)

The appeal to the people, the highlighting of the importance of referendums
and in general the use of the idea of the “will of the people”, in abstract ways,
many times, was a basic characteristic and a powerful weapon in the hands of
PASOK, a weapon that was latter passed to the current political parties as well. Pa-
pandreou, though, taking this powerful tool to the maximum of its capacities rea-
ched the point of saying that “there are no institutions, only the People” (ibid. pp.
107). 

Concluding our brief sketching of the political personality of A.Papandreou,
we would like to stress here one essential element which should also be taken
into account. No matter his populism and his own perception of what Greece re-
ally was or should remain- a perception whose consequences were soon to appear-
Andreas Papandreou had the stature of a very intelligent political leader, whose per-
sonal vision, in concrete cases, provided us with a deep understanding of European
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Union structure’s weaknesses and deficiencies which needed a lot of changes in
order to be succesfully countered. We also have to recognize the diachronical va-
lidity of the quasi prophetic predictions he had made concerning the Maastricht
Treaty; on the 28th of July 1992, when PASOK was in opposition, A. Papandreou
addressing the Greek parliament had anticipated the possible negative conse-
quences of the Maastricht Treaty's coming into effect. More specifically, Andreas
Papandreou had foreseen and warned against the danger of a European Union of
two velocities and of a germanized Europe, as can be seen traced in the following
statementes6:

“But the question remains always whether we are on the way towards a “European Ger-
many” or towards a “Germanic Europe”. Lets give an example; recently Germany has in-
creased the rate of interest although, at the same time, all (concerned) in Europe and the
USA were asking not to do it because the march towards depression was clear-cut. But,
nevertheless, they (Germans) did it. Reasonably one might wonder to which extent Europe
can rely on German solidarity”
« For me its crystal- clear. It means that, though not openly stipulated, two velocities are
foreseen, in the United Europe; especially if we take into account the huge social cost
and the explosive social situations we will be confronted with, during this march, at least,
(for) the countries of the South»

After Andreas Papandreou’s era, PASOK entered into another phase. Under
the leadership of Costas Simitis as Prime Minister, 1996-2004 (former minister of
National Economy as well as ex-minister of Commerce and Industry) Greece joi-
ned the Eurozone and adopted the Euro as its national currency. Being quite a dif-
ferent statesman compared to Andreas Papandreou, he never set into doubt
Greece’s belonging to the European Union. The "change of wind" could not be
more explicitly reflected than in the foreword written by Jacques Delors, former
president of the European Commision (1985- 1995) in a paper of George Pa-
goulatos (2002): 

“From now on, we must forget the stereotypes of Greece’s marginalisation in the Union
because they are obsolete. I share the author’s assessment of the current position of Gre-
ece in Europe as a success story, whether this be in items of its political, economic or ad-
ministrative evolution, its integration into EMU and the single market or its international
stance. I also know the huge role the Prime Minister Kostas Simitis has played in this suc-
cess, which I feel should be emphasised in this brief foreword”

In general, from 1996 till 2015, when SYRIZA (Coalition of the Radical Left)
won the elections in Januray 2015, European Union's importance for the Greek so-
ciety and the whole political life was never cast into doubt. Even when the econo-
mic crisis hit Greece in 2009, and the Prime Minister- leader of PASOK and
President of the Socialist International George Papandreou- announced in 2010
from the island of Kastelorizo (Megisti) that Greece would take the bailout loan by
its European partners and the IMF, the two bigger political parties New Democracy
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and PASOK, never held questionable the importance of Greece's remaining in the
Eurozone club. In this conection, it is worth mentioning the case of the extreme
right political party LA.O.S (Popular Orthodox Rally), headed by George Karatzafe-
ris- ex-minister of New Democracy’s governments in the past- which went so far
as to participate in the coalition government led by Lucas Papadimos (November
2011- May 2012) along with PASOK and New Democracy. This coalition govern-
ment had popped up as a result of the stepping down of George Papandreou from
his duties as Prime Minister after some very risky political manoeuvres which in-
cluded the announcement, first, and, then,the cancelling of a referendum for the
acceptance of the second bailout package. Thus, LA.O.S, by sharp contrast with
the rest of the other extreme right winged parties in Europe, not only supported the
acceptance of the first Memorandum- though, under concrete reservations- but,
moreover, two of its most prominent members, Adonis Georgiadis and Makis Vo-
ridis, adhered, later, to the political party of New Democracy, the former openly de-
claring more than once his support for the mission of Troika in Greece.

The reason why we are mentioning LA.O.S and its participation in the coa-
lition government along with the other two bigger parties, is that it lucidly shows
how the ideological differences in Greece during the years of the crisis have been
clearly distorted, leaving no space for the typical distinction between the right and
the left. On the contrary, the new confrontation, as we will later see, carried out in
the political arena between those in favour of the memorandum(s) and those
against. While, on the one side, those in favour link the memorandum(s) with Gre-
ece's permanence in the Eurozone, the other side, as expressed mainly by SY-
RIZA, (Χρυσή Αυγή) Golden Dawn - represented in the parliament since 2012 and
blamed by all the other parties for its neo-nazi roots- and (Ανεξάρτητοι Έλληνες) In-
dependent Greeks -participating, since 2015 in the coalition government with SY-
RIZA- is a politically paradoxical mixture of the radical left, an often accused of
being “neo- nazi” political party and a populist right winged party. The afore men-
tioned polarization once again appears in the political scene of Greece, taking,
though, a politically more violent and extreme form, as it can be easily understood
by the vocabulary used in the parliament and outside. It is in this political matrix
that we are now going to focus on- analyze the triumph of SYRIZA in 2015, its
confrontation with the European Union and the new extremely difficult/dangerous
challenges that arose as the aftermath of this confrontation.

3. 2009-2015: The socio- political turmoil in a wounded society
The political and social context explained in the previous part was the ground from
which SYRIZA emerged as the first left government in the modern political history
of Greece. Before going deeper into our analysis of the specific conditions that led
to the victory of SYRIZA it would be enlightening and interesting, from an ideolo-
gical and political point fo view, to comprehend two important factors tied in with
the electoral triumph of SYRIZA. The first one is that SYRIZA in the elections of
2009 had received only the 4.60% of the votes whilst in the elections of January
2015 SYRIZA became the most voted political party in Greece reaching a 35.46%.
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So, SYRIZA in this interval of 6 years had to be politically transformed from a co-
alition of heterogenous, many times, political groups of the radical left-left, to a po-
litical party ready to confront the most serious economic crisis the European Union
and the Greek state have countered since the latter’s adhesion to ECC. The diffe-
rence in the percentages is of real significance because it may serve as an indi-
cator backing up a more accurate political interpretation of the attitude adopted
by SYRIZA towards the European Union, as well as the ideological struggles and
skirmishes inside SYRIZA during the first months of its governance. From these
struggles, brought to an end with the second electoral victory of SYRIZA in Sep-
tember 2015, ensued an ideological political cleaning inside the party which made
Alexis Tsipras the strong and undisputed leader of SYRIZA. 

The second factor of equal interest is that the first left government in Gre-
ece was co-governing, and is still co-governing, with the right-wing populist party
of Independent Greeks. This strange, at first glance, alliance between the two par-
ties has been very well understood by Helen Smith, journalist of the Guardian,
when saying: “the Rightwing party differs on many issues with radical leftist Syriza,
but they are united by a mutual hatred for bailout programme7”. This “mutual ha-
tred” seems to be an almost unbreakable bond if we take into account the huge
ideological differences between the two parties, ranging from issues like State’s re-
lationship with the Orthodox Church to the crucial current issue’s resolution of the
refugees’ status. Furthermore, it must be said that in the first left government in
Greece Panos Kammenos, the leader of the right-wing party of Independent Gre-
eks has been endowed with the responsibilities of minister of National Defence.
This ideological interplay between the two parties has led SYRIZA to important ide-
ological changes, changes which can be reflected, as we will later see, among ot-
hers, in the redefinition of both its vocabulary and political identity.

Going back to the first factor, it is to be noted that SYRIZA, before accessing
to power has managed to be open to a wide social public whose ideological orien-
tation was not necessarily leftwards, as had been the case in the elections on
2012 (26.89%). The explanation of this success is commented by Spourdalakis
(2013) as follows:

“SYRIZA’s support did not come only from public employees (32%), but also from private
sector wage earners (33%), from the unemployed (33%) and from precarious workers
(27%). The support which came from the small shopkeepers (32.6%) and professionals
(26%) clearly hinted that SYRIZA’s “miracle” is based on the fact that it is becoming the
political expression of a broad social coalition. This is the social coalition that was formed
as a result of the cleavages that developed as the result of the austerity policies. This is
the reason for the continuation of SYRIZA’s miracle more than a year after the election.8”
(pp. 115)

Thus, SYRIZA, before the elections of 2015, in its effort to gain audience of
different ideological identity, used much more than once a radical vocabulary, po-
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pulist in many cases, whose objective, -successfully, as proven- was to cultivate
the anger of the mass against the Greek state mechanisms’ function and the Eu-
ropean institutions. As Andreas Papandreou had in his time, SYRIZA, as well, ma-
naged to create an external (European institutions and Troika) and internal (mainly
the political parties which have been trying to implement the European dictates)
enemy. The radical character of the political vocabulary of that time, along with SY-
RIZA’s endeavour to become attractive to the masses as well, are clearly seen in
the following statements, made in 2014 (Crete), when Tsipras was giving an open
pre-electoral speech: “Because the people won’t simply vote SYRIZA. They will
vote Greece. They will vote dignity. They will vote hope and prospective”, while with
regard to the markets, he said: “We will play the Cretan Lyre and the markets will
dance in the rhythm of Pentozali”.

It is easily understood that the main basis on which SYRIZA was able to de-
velop its strategy was the state of complete exhaustion of the Greek society- be-
cause of the austerity measures- and the constant appeal to the dignity of the
Greek people, a dignity which, according to the vocabulary of SYRIZA, has been put
into question by the institutions supervising the implementation of the memo-
randa. According to Spourdalakis (2013):

“Finally, the call for dignity resonated not only in terms of how the aggressive austerity
measures had disrupted the lives of so many individuals and families as well as overall so-
cial cohesion, but also in terms of the way these measures were imposed and supervised
by the Troika, amounting to direct violation of national sovereignty and thus seen as an in-
sult by the Greek people” (pp. 112)

The appeal to the “wounded ego” of the Greek society and the approach of
SYRIZA towards a new European Union which would not consign its policies to the
market’s and the bureaucracy’s cure, converted SYRIZA into a phenomenon with
international impact. In December 2014 Tsipras was proposed, by the European
United Left, for the position of the presidency of the European Commision of the
European Union. SYRIZA and Tsipras, with their anti-austerity vocabulary and their
constant appeal to the people, have managed to convert the Greek political pros-
ceniun into a political playground of international interest. The idea of SYRIZA’s po-
tentiality in the changing of the political scene in Europe can be seen in an article
titled Only Syriza can save Greece9 on 13/6/2013, where Yanis Varoufakis and
James K. Galbraith, both distinguished academicians of SYRIZA, write:

“[…] the crisis could also take down the Greek government and bring the left-wing oppo-
sition to power. This wouldn’t be a bad thing for Europe or the United States. The policies
currently imposed upon Europe’s periphery are worsening the crisis, threatening Europe’s
integrity and jeopardizing growth. A Greek government that rejects these self-defeating
policies will do more help than harm”.

It is easily understood why before, and immediately after the elections, the
hopes of a ground-breaking SYRIZA, of a SYRIZA bearer of the change in the Eu-
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ropean level, were quite high. Costas Douzinas, Law Professor at Birkbeck, Uni-
versity of London, in an article in Guardian10, after the victory of SYRIZA in the first
elections of 2015, set forth some important ideas/qüestions concerning what SY-
RIZA might be able to do or not. More specifically, according to Profesor Douzinas,
“the radical left is an antidote to an obsolete and harmful economic and political
system, and to wider Euroscepticism”. In addition, he stressed the importance of
the impact of the victory of SYRIZA on national and international level, when sa-
ying: 

“Finally, Syriza promises a defence of democracy. Neoliberal capitalism has replaced de-
mocratic governments with technocratic governance that has turned citizens away from po-
litics. Only a different conception that combines direct and representative democracy can
gather popular support. Participatory democracy, the legacy of the occupations, must be
breathed into the mainstream political system. By promoting social justice and demo-
cracy, the left becomes the heir to the Enlightenment principles of freedom, equality and
solidarity.
Can the Greek left succeed? Its clean past and commitment to universal values creates
a major moral advantage, but more is needed. The left must combine principle and prag-
matism, radical politics and social mobilisation. It is a tall order for a small country and or-
ganisation. But it is the only hope for Greece and Europe against the rising Euroscepticism
of the right. If it succeeds, the Greece of resistance will become the future of Europe.”

If we insist that much on the European and international impact of the elec-
toral victory(ies) of SYRIZA is that the aim of SYRIZA, at least at the beginning, was
not a rupture with the European Union but, rather, the foundation of a utopian,
some would say, European Union, where the Memoranda would no longer exist.
SYRIZA with its leader Alexis Tsipras were targeting a mobilization of the European
people against the rigid structure of the European institutions. The problem is that
such a radical change, when coming from a heavily damaged by the crisis coun-
try, and, especially, when occurring inside a European Union desperately looking
for stability (economic-political) and severe financial discipline of the Eurozone
members, requires a titanic strategy, a flawless vocabulary- along with an un-
shakeable attitude- and the absolute will to go on till the end, no matter the con-
sequences. Today, we all know what happened, since we have almost reached the
situation which the Slovenian philosopher Slavoy Zizek, two years ago, very accu-
rately depicted in his article The urgent necessity of a Syriza Victory in Greece11:

“The alternative is either Syriza stepping out (or being thrown out) of the European pro-
ject, with unforeseeable consequences, or a “messy compromise” when both sides mo-
derate their demands. Which raises another fear: not the fear of Syriza’s irrational behavior
after their victory, but, on the contrary, the fear that Syriza will accept a rational messy com-
promise which will disappoint voters, so that discontent will continue, but this time not re-
gulated and moderated by Syriza.”
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Of course, the firm intention of SYRIZA, and of Alexis Tsipras, not to reject
the relationship with the European Union, but, on the contrary, to try to set a new
approach towards what European Union and Europe should be, had a domino ef-
fect on the most radical voices of the party. A prominent fraction voicing the con-
cerns of a possible struggle against the European Union was the Left Platform-
now indendepent from SYRIZA, as a separate political party, called Popular Unity
under Panagiotis Lafazanis- which, much more than once, has stressed the ne-
cessity of looking for alternatives outside the Euro- even outside the European
Union. We present, now, some of the fraction’s theses (2013) concerning the stra-
tegy SYRIZA should follow, if ever been in power:

’[...] such a possibility of exiting the Eurozone, which demands for a good preparation, in
no case constitutes a ‘disaster’ or a national isolation. Contrary to that, as long as said exit
is part of a progressive plan for rupture with the memoranda and the troika, the overth-
row of austerity, and towards socialism, it could constitute besides the temporary difficul-
ties, which it will cause, a viable and positive proposal for both the Greek and the European
peoples. The possible exit from the Eurozone is not part of a different political plan, it does
not lead to a different programme or different alliances, but on the contrary states our de-
cisiveness to implement our programme and our plan of rupture and overthrowing in a so-
cialist direction in an unwavering and decisive manner till the end, fully understanding
what a direct rupture with the Eurozone would bring about as well the fact that said rup-
ture demands for a full preparation of an alternative plan’’ (Syriza, 2013, pp.1).(Transla-
tion from Greek to English Nikolakakis, 2016)

Panagiotis Lafazanis, minister of Productive Reconstruction, Environment
and Energy during the first governance of SYRIZA (2015), had never hidden his
concern about the way the European Union treated Greece. In one visit to Russia
(Moscow, April 2015) Lafazanis did not hide his opinion with regard to the Euro-
pean Union, when he emphatically upheld that Greece was treated “with incredi-
ble bias and as a cast-off semi-colony12,” by its European partners. This point of
view is highly instructive on how a large part of the fractions inside SYRIZA consi-
dered the European Union. The current minister of Foreign Affairs, Nikos Kotzias,
in 2003 wrote a book entitled Greece: Debt Colony, while the former minister of
economy, Yanis Varufakis, after the first elections in 2015, told the BBC: “the aus-
terity regime had been "fiscal waterboarding policies that have turned Greece into
a debt colony"13.

All those characterizations prove that the political existence of SYRIZA as a
coalition of heterogenous radical left, leftist fractions should have to pass soon
through a “trial of fire” that would determine the political and ideological future of
SYRIZA. This trial, as we will see in the next section, was no other than the out-
come of the referendum which led to the acceptance of the third memorandum. 

Cetainly, the rise of SYRIZA was not the only radical change that the Greek
society experienced during those last turmoil years of the crisis. Another really im-
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portant aspect of that crisis, whose consequences offer a lot of food for thought,
was no other than the steadfast emergence of the political party Golden Dawn co-
ming from a movement known in the past for its neo-nazi roots in the mainstream
political scene of Greece14. Speaking with figures, while in 2009, Golden Dawn re-
ached its usual percentages,0,29% in the elections of May 2012, entered for the
first time in the Greek Parliament with 6.97% while in the second elections of the
same year, June 2012, maintained its percentages winning the 6.92% of the
votes. What is most surprising and alarming is how the modern Greek society per-
ceives the role of the parliamentary democracy. In the elections of January 2015,
Golden Dawn emerged as the third political force in the country with a 6.28%,
percentage which rose up to 6.99% in the elections of September 2015. The
above mentioned percentages become even more interesting if we take into ac-
count that during those years, Golden Dawn managed, more than once, to be in
the centre of media interest. For example, on 7/6/2012, Ilias Kasidiaris, a parla-
mentarian of Golden Dawn, slapped during a live tv news program the deputee of
the Greek Communist Party Liana Kanelli and threw a glass of water to the depu-
tee of SYRIZA Rena Dourou, before storming out of the studio in order to avoid ge-
tting arrested. The game changer, though, for this party was when some of its
members belonging to local organizations were denounced and arrested for being
involved in the killing of the leftist rapper Pavlos Fyssas, on 18/9/2013. That was
the event that mobilized the political parties and the juridical institutions against
the Golden Dawn. Most of its well known members were put into jail- such as Ni-
kolaos Michaloliakos (leader of the party), Ilias Kasidiaris and Ilias Panagiotaros,
among others. The retaliations came also in blood, when on 1/11/2013, two young
followers of the Golden Dawn, Giorgos Fountoulis and Manolis Kapelonis were shot
dead and Alexandros Gerontas resulted injured after an attack which was later at-
tributed to an anarchist group called “Fighting Popular Revolutionary Forces
(Μαχόμενες Λαϊκές Επαναστατικές Δυνάμεις)”. No matter the massive criticism Gol-
den Dawn and its supporters received by the media and by the whole spectrum of
the parliament, this party, as we have seen, managed to become in 2015 the third
political force of Greece casting into doubt the structure of the whole function of
the political system in Greece. Of course, just as in the case of SYRIZA, Golden
Dawn took advantage of the instability and the turmoil created by the austerity
measures and the crisis in the Greek society. As the professor of political science
in the University of Cyprus, A. Ellinas (2013) commented: 

“The length and magnitude of the Greek recession has taken a big toll on Greek society
and has ultimately led to the collapse of the traditional party system. The two major par-
ties, which had averaged 83.8 per cent of the vote in the ten elections between 1981 and
2009, dropped to 32 per cent in the May election and to 41.9 per cent in June” (pp.
544)

As we can deduce, the leakage of the of the two major parties’s voters,
along with the ever decreasing confidence of the Greek society towards the insti-
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tutions- as seen in the last section- and the refugee crisis taken into account,
have enabled parties such as SYRIZA and Golden Dawn to avail themselves of this
lack of popular trust towards the system, (each one in its own way though), and
to present a very aggressive, for the Greek political ethics, vocabulary. Even though
it�s easy to simplify and generalize the vote and the ideology of the greek voters,
it’s doubtful that during 6 years the 1/3 of the voters became offsprings of the ra-
dical left ideology, while an important 7% found the soultions it sought for in the
neo- Nazi ideology. Such fundamental changes, if possible, would take much more
time to grow and find a steady ground in the Greek society. What, in reality hap-
pened, is that, due to the extreme conditions sharpened by the austerity measu-
res- proposed/imposed by the Troika- the Greek society found new ways to canalize
its hope, despair and hatred. While the vote to SYRIZA could be seen in the pers-
pective of a hope for a different European Union and a different Greece, the vote
to Golden Dawn is an expression of anger towards inner and outer political insti-
tutions. 

Concerning the attitude of the Golden Dawn towards the European Union,
its main argument was and still is “Yes to the Europe of the nations; no to the Eu-
rope of the loan sharks15”. Ilias Kasidiaris representative of this attitude towads the
European Union and its institutions, speaking in the Greek Parliament, on the
18/07/2016, called the European Commisioner Pierre Moscovici “clueless” and
the members of the European Commision “economic assasins and criminals”.
While we could not, of course, say that the main characteristic of the relation bet-
ween the European Union and the Golden Dawn is trust, the party’s leader, ne-
vertheless, in an interview, hosted in the newspaper “Empros (Εμπρος)”, organ of
the Golden Dawn, recognized that for the present, due to the fact that Greece
does not have a national currency or a national growth it “should remain in the Eu-
rozone but with terms that Greece will propose16”. This necessity of the Euro, of
course, is not making of Golden Dawn a party recognizing and accepting every as-
pect of the European Union’s policy, as Nikolaos Michaloliakos made clear in the
same interview. More specifically, commenting the Brexit, said, among others, the
following:

“The British said no to the usury of Brussels. Brexit was not a reaction, it is a fundamen-
tal element of the people that say << NO>> to the wrong direction of Europe… E.U has
failed, It has failed with the economy and the currency. Who is struggling to keep the E.U
alive? The technocrats of Brusells and not the people. The people have seen what Unified
Europe means and they don’t like it.” (ibid. My translation from the Greek text).

The stance of the Golden Dawn towards the European Union can be also
considered in the light of its relations with Russia. In May 2014, a delegation of
Golden Dawn- Artemis Matheopoulos and Eleni Zaroulia- went to Moscow where
they met, among others, the famous Russian philosopher and promoter of the
idea of Eurasianism, Alexander Dugin, who had sent a support letter, in November
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2013, to the imprisoned, at that time, leader of the Golden Dawn, Nikolaos Mi-
chaloliakos. Even though we cannot properly and profoundly analyze in this article
the Greco-Russian realtionship, it is of great interest that not only Golden Dawn,
but Panagiotis Lafazanis as well, as we have seen before, have expressed their
suport to Russia and they have tried to create in the Greek public opinion the
image of a strong pole against the European Union and the Troika, a pole which is
no other than Russia. This “asset” of the Russian presence and assistance in Gre-
ece has been diachronically used so as to present an alter ego to the “western for-
ces”; an alter ego, though, which after three memoranda in Greece, seems to
have lost its validitity and maintains itself more as an inner hope than as a politi-
cal possibility. 

The reason of our having chosen to briefly analyze the emergence of the
Golden Dawn lies not in our intention to examine the party’s ideology or political
action. It’s attacks against immigrants and the violent vocabulary it has used have
been repeatedly analysed in other more thorough articles and investigations. What
we want to highlight, through the presentation of the success of this party, is that
modern Greek political scene should be no longer be viewed in the typical frame
of the left-right distinction, but, mainly, as a distinction concerning the stance to-
wards the memoranda and the European Union’s role in Greece. It is precisely this
change of the perception of the political scene that Alexis Tsipras perceived and
set his plan into motion proceeding to the coalition with the right-wing populist
party of Independent Greeks. Simply put, Golden Dawn and SYRIZA, have both
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founded their criticism on the consequences of the austerity measures and their
disastrous effects on a national level. While Golden Dawn stressed the refugee
crisis’ impact on the breaking of the national tissue, SYRIZA laid emphasis on the
social cohesion (including refugees) and the reluctance of Troika to realize the gra-
vity of the situation the greek society is facing. So, the necessity of forming a co-
alition with a right-wing party was apparently the sole way for SYRIZA to continue
to play a double role, in the interior and outside the country. While in the interior
the “right” defence of the Independent Greeks would serve as a check for both New
Democracy and the Golden Dawn- ideologically ranging from the centre to the ex-
tremes of the right ideology- since SYRIZA, by its own, could never reach the most
conservative core of them, while on the exterior, Independent Greeks could be ea-
sily presented as the lesser evil between a right party, New Democracy, whose res-
ponsibility for the austerity measures make every coalition with it seem a betrayal
in the eyes of the European Left, and the most extreme party- direct consequence
of the austerity measures- Golden Dawn, which if not politically confronted, would
create a havoc in the parliament and the ideological matrix in general. Europe’s dis-
trust shown vis a vis the Independent Greeks is clearly depicted in the reaction of
the president of the European Parliament Martin Schulz when, after SYRIZA’s vic-
tory in the second elections of 2015, and the renewal of its coalition with the In-
dependent Greeks. Based on the information by Reuters17: 

“Speaking to France Inter radio, Schulz said he could not understand Tsipras' decision to
bring the Independent Greeks, who polled less than 4 percent of the vote, back into go-
vernment.”
"I called him (Tsipras) a second time to ask him why he was continuing a coalition with this
strange, far-right party," Schulz said.
"He pretty much didn't answer. He is very clever, especially by telephone. He told me things
that seemed convincing, but which ultimately in my eyes are a little bizarre."
"(The victory of Alexis Tsipras) It's politically and strategically something that you have to
admire," he said. "But after ... this renewed mandate with this far-right, populist party, that
I don't understand."

Of course, Martin Schulz could not be totally aware of the radical changes
that had been taking place in the Greek ideological and political spectrum, chan-
ges which almost dictated this uncanny cooperation between a radical left and a
populist right-wing party. Paris Aslanidis (2016), explains the utility of this “strange”
coalition as follows:

“The two-pronged discursive tactics fundamentally constrained reactions against the de-
fiant Greeks. Domestically, opponents and critics of the SYRIZA-ANEL coalition framed the
issue predominantly as a noble battle against populism. In international forums, however,
where SYRIZA enjoyed a considerable level of support from left-wing circles and a part of
the academic intelligentsia, the bone of contention was whether austerity was fixing or
destroying the Eurozone, with populism as a secondary theme. SYRIZA's distinctly huma-
nistic rhetoric and the radical left's respected heritage in upholding human rights shielded
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the party from the usual accusations hauled against European populist radical right lea-
ders such as Jörg Haider, Geert Wilders or Marine Le Pen. When cornered regarding the
“unholy alliance” with the ANEL, SYRIZA officials would point to the purported absence of
alternative partnerships, since a coalition with “establishment” parties or the right-wing ex-
tremist Golden Dawn was out of the question and the Greek Communist Party had refu-
sed to cooperate.” (pp. 5)

The endurance and the well-being of this coalition, though, have been put
many times to test; nevertheless, this is a natural outcome due to the inherent
contradictions, ideological and political, between these two parties. What they both
had in common, though, was a pure distrust towards the party of the New Demo-
cracy and PASOK and of the way Troika was demanding the changes in Greece.
Panos Kammenos was expelled from the parliamentary group of New Democracy,
on the 16th of February 2011, after his refusal to vote in favour of the ecumenical
government of Lucas Papadimos. On the 24th of February 2012, he announced the
formation of a new political party, the Independent Greeks. His political enmity
with New Democracy and his disapproval of the austerity measures made of him
a perfect candidate for coalition with SYRIZA, an opportunity that was exploited by
Alexis Tsipras, despite the strong reactions in his party. �n April 2012, when Alexis
Tsipras announced that he would consider accepting the support of the Indepen-
dent Greeks for forming a government, Panagiotis Lafazanis, reacted saying: “there
is a political and ideological abyss dividing us (from the Independent Greeks); our
program is totally different” while the current European parliament’s vice presi-
dent, and member of SYRIZA, Dimitris Papadimoulis said: “Panos Kammenos’ po-
litical career and his ideas locate him righter than New Democracy”18. Despite the
reactions, Panos Kammenos managed not only to form a coalition with SYRIZA,
but, in addition, he has been trusted by the Prime Minister the charge of the Mi-
nister of National Defence during these last 2 years (2015-2017). Furthermore,
his openly declared support and respect for the Orthodox Church, even though
alienating him from the left hard core of SYRIZA- whose assistance, nonetheless,
had never enjoyed- helped the government of SYRIZA to maintain a deliquate equi-
librium with the Greek Orthodox Church and to enjoy the latter’s precious help and
infrastructure, specially during the refugee crisis. 

Summarizing, in this section we have analysed:

1) the vision of SYRIZA, more specifically of his leader, Alexis Tsirpas, for a
new European Union and a new approach towards European politics.

2) the dangerous change of the political scene in Greece because of the
crisis and the austerity measures, a scene which boosted the appea-
rance of extreme forces of discontent such as Golden Dawn

3) the strategically signficant the decision of SYRIZA to collaborate with a
right-wing party in the first left government of Greece.
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Having seen the above, we can now proceed to the examination of the first
difficult year of SYRIZA’s governance, from January to September 2015, a period
which has been crucial for the political and social stability of Greece and for the
ideological integrity of the infrastructure of the political party of SYRIZA.

4. The birth and death of the left hope
The 25th of January 2015 is probably one of the most salient days in the modern
history of Greece. For the first time a (radical) left party manages to form a go-
vernment with the help of a populist right-wing party just in the middle of the most
serious economic crisis the Greek society has faced after the state’s adhesion to
E.E.C and with a bailout program which was about to expire, at the end of Fe-
bruary. SYRIZA, with the support of Independent Greeks had finally the opportunity
to set its program for a new Europe and a new Greece in march. The banner of the
pre-electoral campaign was the needfulness of a serious debt-relief for Greece’s
having a chance to stand on its own feet. Tip of the spear of this new government
and of its campaign was no other than the well-known economist, writer and blog-
ger Yanis Varoufakis; a professor famous for his criticism against the austerity me-
asures taken and an ardent supporter of re-negotiating the bailout program with
the European partners and Troika. After the official announcement of the victory of
SYRIZA in these elections, Yanis Varoufakis, in a somewhat poetic way, said: “Greek
democracy today chose to stop going gently into the night. Greek democracy re-
solved to rage against the dying of the light19”. His vision, though, was not shared
by the majority of the European partners; in Germany the ruling CDU party insis-
ted that “Greece should stick to the austerity programme... they would not deal
with the new ruling party. Angela Merkel herself has been noticeable quiet on the
subject20”, while the president of Bundesbank Jens Weidmann declared: “as long
as Greece does not fully clean up its public finances, any change in the debt pro-
gram would only have a short-lived impact21”. The chairman of the Eurogroup, Je-
roen Dijsselbloem, clarified:

"We all have to realise and the Greek people have to realise that the major problems in
the Greek economy have not disappeared and haven't even changed overnight because
of the simple fact that an election took place22"

The EU Commissioner for economic affairs Pierre Moscovici stressed “We
also want a Greece that can repay its debts. And what we need to agree upon
with the incoming Greek government is not the ends, but the means.23”, while the
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19. http://www.telegraph.co.uk/business/2017/04/29/yanis-varoufakis-man-many-words/syrizas-vic-
tory-january-2015-varoufakissaid-greek-democracy/

20. http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/europe/greece/11368970/How-Europe-reacted-to-Sy-
rizas-win.html

21. Ibid.

22. http://www.bbc.com/news/live/world-europe-30980755

23. Ibid. 
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president of the European Parliament Martin Schulz remarked: “Syriza leader Ale-
xis Tsipras has the full right to be respected as the new democratically elected
prime minister of an EU country” but also stressed that “we have to stick to agre-
ements made to stabilise Greece and the European Union24”

As it was expected, due to the unusual intensity of the vocabulary used for
the needs of the pre-electoral campaign as well, the European Institutions would
have to make a stand against the radical wave of SYRIZA whose intention was to
redefine the rules of the game and set new goals, the goals that the party consi-
dered more important for Greece. Of course, as it was later tragically proven, the
rules and the goals were already set and only the means, if possible, might change;
a reality which SYRIZA, even though unwillingly, had to accept and conform to it. 

The first important political “bras de fer” between SYRIZA and the European
Institutions occurred in Athens, some days after the electoral victory of SYRIZA. Du-
ring a conference press with the president of Eurogroup, Yanis Varoufakis- casually
dressed- said, among other things, that the government “had no intention of co-
operating with a three-member committee whose goal is to implement a pro-
gramme the logic of which we (SYRIZA) consider anti-European25”; characteristi-
cally, he named it  "a committee built on rotten foundations"26". The president of
the Eurogroup, a bit surprised and taken aback by this open declaration of oppo-
sition, on the part of his Greek counterpart, stood some seconds listening before
getting up and unwillingly giving his hand to salute Yanis Varoufakis, while at the
same time whispering in his ear “ you have just killed the Troika”, as Varoufakis in
later interviews commented. The reaction of Yanis Varoufakis was “wow”. That was
the first act, at the very beginning of the new government’s term, which made clear
that mutual trust and comprehension between the two parties would be a far-fet-
ched desire, not speaking about goal. From that moment on, SYRIZA, and more
specifically, the Prime Minister, Alexis Tsirpas, realized that his struggle was to take
place, inevitably, in two battlegrounds: the inner one- namely the reactions from
the “left” voices inside the party asking for a direct confrontation with the Troika
and European Union- and the external one, where he had to convince his European
partners that he was able to regain their trust and confidence. These two contra-
dictory goals made the first months of SYRIZA’s governance, probably the most in-
tense political ones in Greece, after the fall of the military junta, since what in the
past was considered to be a mainly national issue, now, to be with the Euro or not
and to be inside or not the European Union, from a national issue was being trans-
formed not only to a European but international issue as well. 

In the interior of the party, the main opposition came from the fraction of the
“Left Platform”- under the guidance of Panagiotis Lafazanis- and the extrovert and
dynamic president of the Greek Parliament, Zoi Konstantopoulou, also member of
SYRIZA. Nevertheless, their threats of not supporting what the government would
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24. http://www.europarl.europa.eu/news/en/news-room/20150123STO13903/reactions-of-meps-to-
greece-elections

25. http://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-31055069

26. Ibid.
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bring to the parliament were mostly limited to an “unwilling” support for the first
left government. The real frontal collusion took place only when the negotiations
with the European partners reached a dead end during summer, and more speci-
fically after the answer NO prevailed in the referendum. 

In the exterior, the “tie” issue has been, many times, the cause for sarcasm
and political jokes. Alexis Tsipras and, especially, Yanis Varoufakis were not ready
no change their dress code or accept the conventional clothing of the institutions.
At least, Alexis Tsipras left a small window open for his changing of clothes and pu-
tting a tie, on the condition of achieving a serious debt-relief27. Apart from the ties,
the first “victory” of SYRIZA came on the 20th February when the Eurogroup took
the decision to extend the application of the bailout program- expiring at the end
of February- for four more months, giving, thus, vital space, and money from the
European Central Bank, of course, to the Greek government to adapt its strategies,
wishes and goals to the requirements of the European Partners and insititutions.
The decision of the Eurogroup provoked controversy in the interior of SYRIZA- lar-
gely by the most radical left fractions. The more acute of the reactions of the re-
actions came from the chief economic advisor of SYRIZA himself, Giannis Milios,
who on the 27th of February published a post on the facebook where he was
openly accusing the SYRIZA-ANEL government, making special reference to the
“neoliberal” spirit of the agreement and to the attack against the working middle-
class28. He was further denouncing that by the signature of this agreement SYRI-
ZA’s hands were tied, and, thus, it would be unable to fulfill his pre-electoral
promises. The last accusation was actually grounded on the text of the agreement
where it was clearly specified that SYRIZA should

“[...] refrain from any rollback of measures and unilateral changes to the policies and
structural reforms that would negatively impact fiscal targets, economic recovery or fi-
nancial stability, as assessed by the institutions29”

On the other side, Yanis Varoufakis insisted on the importance of the agre-
ement: 

“We genuinely and faithfully targeted one objective, and that was the interests of the ave-
rage European'' and “Greece had not used threats or bluff during the talks and the four-
month period will be a time to rebuild new relations with Europe and the IMF.30"

Posthumously, Yanis Varoufakis persisted in the significance of this agree-
ment: 

“Instead, it (the agreement) specified that the Greek government was to submit its own
list of reforms. This was a ‘game changer’ that Schäuble and other finance ministers op-
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27. http://www.kathimerini.gr/909935/article/epikairothta/politikh/tsipras-8a-foresw-gravata-an-ta-
nea-gia-to-xreos-apodeix8oyn-toso-8etika

28. http://www.newsbomb.gr/politikh/news/story/560906/o-milios-apodomei-ti-symfonia-varoyfaki

29. http://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/press/press-releases/2015/02/150220-eurogroup-statement-
greece/

30. http://www.bbc.com/news/business-31556754
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posed tooth and nail during the 20 February Eurogroup meeting: For the first time since
the euro crisis hit Europe, a ‘program’ (i.e. bankrupt) country was invited to propose its own
reform agenda, rather than being forced to accept the troika’s.31”

Apart from any different opinions or diverging points of view concerning the
agreement, the fact is the latter gave the Greek government the possibility to re-
ceive more money and prepare itself for the end of the program, a program which
would inevitably lead to another agreement, whose terms should be negotiated
and accepted by SYRIZA- all the fractions involved- and the Independent Greeks.
This new program was the red line of the radical left fractions in SYRIZA, a line
which was later crossed by Alexis Tsipras. The crucial moment finally came on June
25 2015, after months of unfruitful negotiations with the no longer called Troika,
but “Institutions (European Commision- European Central Bank- IMF)”- when Ale-
xis Tsipras announced live on the Greek Public television that a referendum would
take place allowing the Greek citizens to give their approval or not concerning the
program proposed by the “Institutions”. This proposal, as expected, provoked an
unprecendent turmoil in the Greek society and in Brusells since a possible nega-
tive answer could eventually lead to the exit of Greece from the Eurozone. In ad-
dition, issues have been risen concerning its functionality, its credentials32 and the
way the main question was phrased. The issue about the question is of interest be-
cause, as Yannis Sygkelos (2015), a Lecturer at DEI College, Thessaloniki, com-
ments

“Another important constitutional oddity concerns the clarity of the question. According to
4023/2011 art.3, “the question is phrased in a comprehensible and succinct manner.”
On the contrary, the question was puzzling and vaguely framed.
The ballot read: should the plan agreement submitted by the European Commission, the
European Central Bank, and the International Monetary Fund in the Euro-group of
25.06.2015, be approved? It consists of two parts, which constitute an aggregate pro-
posal: the first document is entitled “Reforms for the Completion of the Current Program
and beyond” and the second “Preliminary Debt Sustainability Analysis (both document ti-
tles appeared in English with a translation in Greek placed in brackets)” 
It offered two options: Not approved/NO and approved/YES. Apart from being too lengthy
to be placed on a referendum ballot, the question cited two documents of a very recent
non-paper amounted to 34 pages that the voters themselves had to find out and read ca-
refully” (pp.3)

To better understand the circunstances under which the Greek society had
to vote, it should be underlined that when the bailout program ended with no im-
mediate perspective of the signature of a new one, the European Central Bank
denied to give Greece more emergency aid. As a result, the government, willing
avoid the havoc that such a decision would provoke in the bank system and its
clients’ accounts, decided to close the banks and impose “capital controls”. Thus,
with closed banks, with a limit of cash withdrawal- 60€ per day- and, in a politi-
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31. https://www.yanisvaroufakis.eu/2016/10/05/why-did-i-sign-the-2022015-eurogroup-agreement-
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cal environment extremely radicalized and polarized after all those months of end-
less negotiations, the Greek society had to decide about its future: in or out the
Eurozone and in or out the European Union. As it’s normal, decisions that had to
be taken by the Greek side, under such extreme conditions, could generate
groundbreaking and hard to resolve problems/situations. The European partners,
considering the referendum much more than a Greek internal issue, made direct,
sometimes, interventions in the domestic political affairs. The president of the Eu-
ropean Parliament, Martin Shcultz said: 

“[...] if the Greek government didn’t get back to Brussels and negotiate, then he was pre-
pared to go to Greece to reach out to Greek citizens personally, and that Sunday’s vote,
is not only about a program, it is a fundamental vote about whether to stay in the euro-
zone or not.33”

The German Finance Minister Wolfgang Schauble told Bild newspaper, on
Friday before the elections, that negotiations “would pick up after the referendum,
and would be approached on a totally new basis and in more difficult economic
conditions which will take time34", in an effort to show that the referendum pro-
claimed by the Greek government was no longer based on a stable ground, since
the proposal had already been withdrawn.

In this maelstrom of fear, doubt and anxiety about the future, the Greek pe-
ople gave a 61,3% to NO, making, this way, even more unclear and blurry the fu-
ture of Greece in the Eurozone and in the European Union. This NO, however, was
the first of the impetuous events that took place afterwards in the political scene
of Greece. Yanis Varoufakis, ardent supporter of the NO, few hours after the result
of the referendum was known, resigned, and his post was filled by the current Fi-
nance Minister Euclid Tsakalotos. Alexis Tsipras, some days later, started once
again the negotiations with the “Institutions”, negotiations in which the “milder”
character of Euclid Tsakalotos contributed in blunting the political pretenses his an-
tecedent Yanis Varoufakis was blamed for having provoked by his European coun-
terparts. The negotiations went on, a proposal for a third bailout plan draft was
backed, a plan though with many similarities, if not harsher in austerity measures
than the one rejected in the referendum. On the 10th of July, Alexis Tsipras brought
the Greek parliament the question of supporting or not the new draft so as to take
it as a base for the negotiations with the European officials. 251 deputees voted
in favour of the plan but since 17 parlamentarians from SYRIZA did not back the
plan, Alexis Tsipras relied on the votes of the opposition parties to get the permis-
sion to negotiate the third bailout plan. The crack inside SYRIZA was now more
than evident and reached its peak when the final form of the bailout plan was
brought for voting on the 14th of August. That day, more than 40 deputees of the
coalition of SYRIZA and Independent Greeks voted against or abstained from the
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voting, making more than evident that there was a raging civil war inside the left
party. Alexis Tsipras, aware of the fact that his coalition no longer had the 120
votes to survive a censure motion, on the 20th of August, submitted the resigna-
tion of his government to the President of the Republic, opening the way for the
elections on the 20th of September. 

The elections of September were the only possibility for Alexis Tsipras to get
rid of the radical left elements in his party. Having faced the consequences of an
open confrontation with the European institutions, he was capable of realizing that
the more radical the vocabulary and the actions were, the more radical the reac-
tions would be. As it proved to be, the elections were a smart move which made
of Alexis Tsipras the undisputed leader of SYRIZA. In the elections, SYRIZA easily
won, once again, with a 35,46% and formed government, for a second time, with
the Independent Greeks, which managed to enter into the parliament with a
3.69%; a coalition which governs till our days (May 2017). The main ideological
rival of Alexis Tsipras, Panagiotis Lafazanis, with his newly formed political party
Popular Unity, did not manage to get seats in the Greek parliament, limited to a
2.86%.

Having reached the end of this brief analysis of the turbulent first months of
the SYRIZA governance, and before embarking upon a presentation of some con-
cluding ideas concerning the relation between Greece and Europe in the complex
geopolitical schema of ourdays, we would like to stress here some interesting, at
least to us, points:

1) As proven, Alexis Tsipras was in no case ready to follow the plan of Yanis
Varoufakis to the end. No matter the radical vocabulary before getting
elected, once he saw the way the European Institutions did function, he
realized that there was no middle way in this confrontation. He would eit-
her go to the extremes, with a plan B whose details, however, are not
exactly known35, or he would bow to the demands made by Troika -bap-
tized “Institutions”- due to the lack of another viable plan.

2) The Greek society, even though it gave a huge 61% to NO in the refe-
rendum, voted once again in favour of SYRIZA/Alexis Tsipras- leaving out
of the parliament Panagiotis Lafazanis and other radical left, or just radi-
cal, ex members of SYRIZA- and the Independent Greeks. Feeling the
pressure of the closed banks and seeing that there was no other serious
or viable choice, Greek people were ready to interpret the NO, not as a
refusal of the Euro, but, rather, as a denial to accept everything from the
European partners without having a say on it.
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3) The European institutions managed to lose the trust and the support of
the Greek society. � survey made by Kapa Research, presented by the
newsparer To Vima36, shows that the main feeling created by the situa-
tion in the country is uneasiness (71%); 41.5% of the people believing
that the European partners gave evidence of a revengeful attitude to-
wards Greece during the crisis and the 44% considering that Greece
should thoughtfully contemplate leaving the Euro currency. 

5. Concluding remarks
Before putting and end to this article, we would like to show off one point, which
has come from what we have seen so far: the political strife between SYRIZA and
the European Unions’ institutions, far from being an exclusively domestic issue, has
brought into light an inner chasm in the European Union, a chasm which could
eventually segregate the institutions from the people of the states, making, thus,
of this Union a creature just for politicians and bureaucrats. This chasm, at least
in our opinion, has been clearly demonstrated in the stance of European partners
and institutions towards SYRIZA after its full compliance with all their demands. So,
while SYRIZA left no stone unturned in order to implement all the changes it has
been asked for, inside his party, as well as in its attitude towards Europe, the Eu-
ropean Union’s stance has not changed leaving the Greek society the impression
that the errors made before would not be that easily forgotten, and that a “ven-
geful” reaction of European Union is still persistent. Thus, up to date, SYRIZA,
though with the radical left fractions out of the party, and without Varoufakis, is,
nevertheless, in front of the same lack of trust and solidarity as before. Even
though, earlier this month, the so called “4th Memorandum” has been approved
by the Greek Parliament, only with the votes of the coalition SYRIZA/ Independent
Greeks, the conversations concerning the debt relief are again postponed as if this
main issue for Greece’s people destiny did not constitute a priority for the Euro-
pean institutions. On the other hand, the signing of the last bailout program- con-
sidered to be another proof of SYRIZA’s will to cooperate- is casting into doubt
whether this lack of trust can be countered or it will much longer remain stagna-
ted in the press conference of Varoufakis and Jeroen Dijsselbloem, two years ago,
where Troika “left its last breath”.

Moreover, without, of course, questioning the weight of a common currency
for the cohesion of the European Union we do believe that more important than
Euro are the Europeans and their well being. A prosperous Euro, when not relying
on or contributive to the well being of the citizens they use it, cannot constitute the
stable base upon which the European Union could ground visions and pespectives
of its members’ people. To start with, a Union should not be limited only to the use
of a common currency. A Union presuposses a direct answer when Turkey threa-
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tens full members of the European Union (Republic of Cyprus and Greece) with
war37, as well as a more profound understanding of the situation Greece is facing
in the double field of the economy crisis and the unprecendent refugee crisis. Fi-
nally, a Union should not always strictly perceive the “NO” s in the referendums as
NO to Europe or to Euro, but, rather, as the urging appeal of those voting NO to
see an affirmation that we are all still in a Union; a Union which, of course, faces
problems, but which is something more than a mere sum of gathered economic
interests. What we are really in need of is a diaphanous political identity, a refor-
ging of our European entity. 

Our opinion is that Greece, within a solid and self-confident European Union
enjoying the support and solidarity of its partners, could play a crucial role in the
forging of a new European identity and co-belonging. Without, of course, denying
that radical changes should further go on in the domains of Greek economy and
administration, what we want to highlight is the needfulness for Europe of Gree-
ce’s rich potential (historical, cultural, political and humane) in such a politically
unstable environment. Greece, having made its choice of belonging to the West-
a choice reaffirmed by the acceptance of Memorandums’ draconian terms, as
well- could become a pole of stability and a credible guardian for the safe borders
of the European Union and Europe. If the European Union sincerely wants to be-
come a real Union, whose members will feel and share the same cultural identity’s
foundations, then the emphasis should not be limited to the economy. Solidarity
towards Greece would mean and be solidarity’s stance towards the same idea of
the European Union and its core-values. A Union which is in no need of Russia’s
help or the USA’s assistance to define its own future and actions; a European
Union which- far from being a mere sum of States under a directorate which does
not respect their peoples’ joint hopes and desirata- will potentially become what
it must be: the defender of the cultural heritage of the European struggles and
history.
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